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At the beginning of last week an increase in fares was announced for the Santiago subway, a fundamental means of transport in this city, which unleashed a wave of protests led by the students who called for days of "subway evasion". Subway evasions were harshly suppressed by police inside the metro stations themselves, with tear gas and even shots. The repression did not discourage the protest of the students but expanded it to other sectors.

Given the ongoing mobilization in the streets, last Friday President Sebastián Piñera declared a state of emergency in the city of Santiago and several municipalities, putting the military on the street, a measure reminiscent of the times of the recent dictatorship of Pinochet. There has not been a curfew decreed in Chile since 1987. Despite this, the mobilization not only does not slow down but also extends to other cities where subway evasions and demonstrations are also convened.

In this way, there is a change in the direction of the mobilization which becomes national and social discontent is evident in the face of the neoliberal measures of the Chilean government, where the rise in the Santiago metro fares is only the tip of the iceberg.

The government’s response to the increase and extension of the mobilization remains brutal repression throughout the territory. A curfew has been installed in five regions (metropolitan, Valparaíso and Bio Bio, among others). According to official data, eight people have died in the protests and more than 200 were injured, the vast majority of them in the capital, Santiago. The National Prosecutor's Office has reported that as of Sunday there were 1,462 detainees.

The Chilean people have plenty of reasons to be on the street after decades of neoliberal policies and loss of rights. For example, the looting of water, the retention in rivers declared to be dry and supplying communities that live from agriculture and livestock. The extractivist economy at the service of multinationals. The budget cuts in health leaving Chileans and Chileans without surgical assistance in hospitals due to lack of medication. The endless student strikes at universities and so on.

Although the government has withdrawn the rise of in metro fares in Santiago, the protests are continuing and a general strike has been called for today Monday 21 October 21, which can be a turning point in the protests in Chile.

Therefore, Anticapitalistas calls for:

- Support for today's general strike on Monday 21 October, wishing it to be a success and the beginning of the end of the neoliberal policies that plague Chile and the whole of the Latin American continent.

- The cessation of repression against the Chilean popular movement with the lifting of the curfew and the state of emergency. As well as the freedom of the protesters and a purge of those legally responsible for this brutal repression suffered by the Chilean people.

We send comradely, supportive and internationalist greetings from the comrades of Anticapitalistas.
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PS:
If you like this article or have found it useful, please consider donating towards the work of International Viewpoint. Simply follow this link: Donate then enter an amount of your choice. One-off donations are very welcome. But regular donations by standing order are also vital to our continuing functioning. See the last paragraph of this article for our bank account details and take out a standing order. Thanks.